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Esperanza EGP101G Gaming mouse pad

Esperanza EGP101G mouse pad for gamers
Designed with gamers in mind, the high-quality Esperanza EGP101G mouse pad is the essence of modernity and durability. Compatibility
with different types of mice, combined with precise fiber placement for better control, makes it an ideal choice for any gamer. Its black
and green design and optimal dimensions of 250 x 200 x 2mm blend perfectly with any hardware configuration.
 
Compatible with laser and optical mice
The  Esperanza  EGP101G mouse  pad  provides  exceptional  compatibility  with  both  laser  and  optical  mice.  This  versatility  ensures  that
regardless of your preferences and the mouse you own, you will experience smooth and uninterrupted gaming. Precise tracking of mouse
movements on this mouse pad significantly improves gaming performance.
 
Exceptional control and speed of movement
A key advantage of the Esperanza EGP101G mousepad is the way the arrangement of the fibers affects the control and speed of mouse
movements. This characteristic allows gamers to have the quick response and precision needed in dynamic gaming scenarios. Optimal
surface friction provides a balance between speed and control, which is crucial for satisfactory performance. 
 
Non-slip rubber on the bottom
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Safety and stability during intense gaming is ensured by the non-slip bottom of the mousepad. Made of high-quality rubber, it prevents
the  mousepad  from  moving,  even  during  the  fastest  and  most  vigorous  mouse  movements.  This  stability  is  especially  important  in
situations where every millimeter of mouse movement matters.
 
 
 
Brand Esperanza Model EGP101GColor Black-greenDimensions 250 x 200 x 2mm

Preço:

€ 1.50

Jogos, Mouse pads
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